Cytoarchitectonic area 44 of Broca's region in the left inferior frontal gyrus is known to be involved in several functional domains including language, action and music processing. We investigated whether this functional heterogeneity is reflected in distinct modules within cytoarchitectonically defined left area 44 using metaanalytic connectivity-based parcellation (CBP). This method relies on identifying the whole-brain co-activation pattern for each area 44 voxel across a wide range of functional neuroimaging experiments and subsequently grouping the voxels into distinct clusters based on the similarity of their co-activation patterns. This CBP analysis revealed that five separate clusters exist within left area 44. A post-hoc functional characterization and functional connectivity analysis of these five clusters was then performed. The two posterior clusters were primarily associated with action processes, in particular with phonology and overt speech (posterior-dorsal cluster) and with rhythmic sequencing (posterior-ventral cluster). The three anterior clusters were primarily associated with language and cognition, in particular with working memory (anterior-dorsal cluster), with detection of meaning (anterior-ventral cluster) and with task switching/cognitive control (inferior frontal junction cluster). These five clusters furthermore showed specific and distinct connectivity patterns. The results demonstrate that left area 44 is heterogeneous, thus supporting anatomical data on the molecular architecture of this region, and provide a basis for more specific interpretations of activations localized in area 44.
Introduction
Area 44, as mapped cytoarchitectonically by Brodmann (1909) , corresponds to the posterior part of Broca's region on the inferior frontal gyrus. More recently, the borders of this area have been redefined cytoarchitechtonically using observer-independent techniques in a series of histological sections of 10 postmortem brains (Amunts et al., 1999) . Being part of Broca's speech region, left area 44 is known to be involved in both language production and comprehension although its exact contribution to language comprehension is still a matter of debate (Friederici, 2011; Hagoort, 2005) . In addition to this core function, however, area 44 also plays a role in several non-language-related functions such as working memory (Buchsbaum et al., 2005; Kaan and Swaab, 2002; Rogalsky and Hickok, 2011; Smith and Jonides, 1999) , execution and perception of action (as part of the mirror-neuron system ; Clerget et al., 2009; Fazio et al., 2009; Heiser et al., 2003; Iacoboni et al., 1999; Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004) and the processing of music (Koelsch, 2011; Koelsch et al., 2002; Maess et al., 2001; Platel et al., 1997) . This raises the question whether this cytoarchitectonic area may indeed be regarded as a single, homogeneous functional module. Supporting the view of a structural heterogeneity within area 44, a recent postmortem, receptor-based parcellation of Broca's region indicated the presence of distinct subareas within this cytoarchitectonic region (Amunts et al., 2010) . In this study left area 44 was divided into an anterior-dorsal area 44d and a posterior-ventral area 44v using multi-receptor mapping. Since transmitter receptors are key molecules for neurotransmission, it can be assumed that this heterogeneity at the molecular level corresponds to a similar differentiation at the level of function and connectivity. Evidence of such a differentiation may be achieved with connectivity-based parcellation (CBP) of functional imaging data. The rationale behind CBP is that functionally homogenous subregions show very similar connectivity patterns, which at the same time are clearly distinguished from that of other subregions. Connectivity measures employed in CBP approaches include diffusion-tensor imaging (Johansen-Berg et al., 2004) , resting state functional connectivity (Zhang and Li, 2012) , and meta-analytic connectivity modeling (Cauda et al., 2012; Eickhoff et al., 2011) . Previous DTI parcellations targeting Broca's region have demonstrated that areas 44 and 45 can be distinguished from each other based on their connectivity patterns (Anwander et al., 2007; Ford et al., 2010; Klein et al., 2007) . However, as these studies focused mainly on the inter-area differences, no intra-area subdivisions have been identified.
In order to investigate whether functionally distinct subregions exist within the left area 44, we used a meta-analytic connectivity modeling (MACM) based parcellation (Bzdok et al., 2012a; Cieslik et al., 2012) . This approach makes use of the BrainMap database (Fox and Lancaster, 2002; Laird et al., 2005 Laird et al., , 2009a Laird et al., , 2011 to identify the whole-brain co-activation pattern for each voxel within area 44 across a wide range of neuroimaging experiments. The resulting individual co-activation profiles are then compared between voxels to identify clusters of voxels showing very similar co-activation patterns. Furthermore, a follow-up MACM analysis on the derived clusters was performed to reveal the overall and specific co-activation networks of these clusters. Finally, the function of the clusters in terms of behavioral domains and paradigm classes was determined from the associated BrainMap meta-data. Note that the parcellation was only based on the whole-brain co-activation pattern of the individual voxels and that the decision regarding the optimal parcellation solution was based on external stability criteria. Subsequently, only the most stable parcellation solution was functionally characterized post-hoc based on specific connectivity and BrainMap meta-data of the individual clusters (for an overview of the method see Fig. 1 ).
Material and methods

Meta-analytic connectivity mapping
The volume-of-interest (VOI) for the current CBP analysis was provided by representation of left area 44 in the maximum probability map (MPM) in the SPM Anatomy Toolbox (Eickhoff et al., 2005 (Eickhoff et al., , 2006a . This MPM was derived from the cytoarchitectonic mapping of 10 postmortem human brains (Amunts et al., 1999) registered to 3D MNI space (Montreal Neurological Institute; Amunts et al., 2004; Evans et al., 2012) and specifies the likelihood that a particular cortical area is localized at each brain voxel. This whole-brain MPM thus provides a continuous, non-overlapping representation of the microanatomically defined area 44 and allows the user to define a VOI that includes only those voxels which are more likely to represent area 44 than any other cytoarchitectonic area. It should be noted that normalization into standard space (which is slightly bigger than an average brain) as well as representation of microscopical structures in 2 × 2 × 2 mm 3 voxel space may result in a rather liberal definition of area 44 as compared to the stereological volume measured in postmortem data at micrometer histological resolution. Nevertheless, the MPM-based definition of the area 44 seed region has a sound biological basis (cf. Eickhoff et al., 2006a) , with currently no available alternative based on in vivo imaging (but see Walters et al., 2007 for a potential future perspective). In addition, we also performed a supplementary parcellation with a more conservative definition of left area 44 based on the 50% probability map that was constrained to the surface of the pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus. The BrainMap database was used to compute whole-brain coactivation maps for each voxel within the VOI (www.brainmap.org; Fox and Lancaster, 2002; Laird et al., 2005 Laird et al., , 2009a Laird et al., , 2011 . BrainMap is an established database in which the activation foci of many thousand neurominaging experiments are recorded. Each experiment is furthermore coded in terms of behavioral domains and paradigm classes using a standardized taxonomy. Only fMRI and PET experiments from "normal mapping" studies (no interventions, no group comparisons) in healthy subjects that reported results as coordinates in stereotaxic space were included in the analysis. Based on these criteria, approximately 7200 functional neuroimaging experiments were available for the current analysis. The idea of the co-activation analysis is to compute Fig. 1 . Summary of analysis steps. For each voxel of area 44, activation foci from the x nearest experiments are selected from the BrainMap database. In the next step, the activation foci from the selected experiments are used to generate the brain-wide co-activation profile for each seed voxel and each filter size x based on meta-analytic co-activation modeling. Subsequent parcellation of the co-activation matrices was performed with K-means. Next, the optimal range of filter sizes was selected based on the consistency of the cluster assignments. The ensuing evaluation of the K-means solutions was limited to the optimal filter range. The most stable K-means solution was mapped back on the brain and the K clusters were functionally characterized based on their connectivity pattern and BrainMap meta-data. See methods for details.
the convergence across (all foci of) all BrainMap experiments where the seed voxel in question is reported as active. However, a general problem of this meta-analytic co-activation mapping approach is that usually not every voxel is activated by a sufficiently high number of experiments (Bzdok et al., 2012a; Cieslik et al., 2012) . Therefore, to enable a reliable delineation of task-based functional connectivity, we pooled across the neighborhood of each seed voxel and identified those experiments from the BrainMap database that reported activation closest to the current seed voxel. Importantly, the extent of this spatial filter was systematically varied from including the closest 20 to 200 experiments in steps of five. That is, we selected 20, 25, 30, 35,…, 200 experiments reporting the closest activation at a given seed voxel. This was achieved by calculating and subsequently sorting the Euclidian distances between a given seed voxel and any activation reported in BrainMap. In the following step, the x nearest activation foci were selected, as defined by the spatial filter size. Examination of the resulting distances showed that this procedure identified activation foci within close vicinity of the seed voxel. Specifically, the average distance between the seed voxel and activation foci included for that voxel varied from 3.08 mm (i.e.~1.5 voxels) when 20 experiments were included to 6.53 mm (i.e.~3 voxels) when 200 experiments were included. Furthermore, although these distances were somewhat larger for seed voxels located in the lateral part than for voxels in more medial parts of area 44, these regional differences were rather moderate (see also Supplementary Figs. S1 and S2).
The retrieved experiments were then used to compute the brainwide co-activation profile of a given seed voxel for each of the 37 filter sizes. In particular, we performed a coordinate-based metaanalysis over all foci reported in these experiments to quantify their convergence. Since the experiments were identified by activation in or near a particular seed voxel, highest convergence will evidently be found at the location of the seed. Convergence outside the seed, however, indicates co-activation across task-based functional neuroimaging experiments. The brain-wide co-activation pattern for each individual seed voxel thus was computed by activation likelihood estimation (ALE; Eickhoff et al., 2009b; Laird et al., 2009a; Turkeltaub et al., 2002) meta-analysis over the experiments that were associated with that particular voxel by the procedure outlined above. The key idea behind ALE is to treat the foci reported in the associated experiments not as single points, but as centers for 3D Gaussian probability distributions that reflect the spatial uncertainty associated with neuroimaging results. For each experiment, the probability distributions of all reported foci were then combined into a modeled activation (MA) map for that particular experiment (Turkeltaub et al., 2012) . The voxel-wise union of these values (across all experiments associated with a particular seed voxel) then yielded an ALE score for each voxel of the brain that describes the co-activation probability with the current seed voxel of each particular location in the brain. The ALE scores of all voxels within the gray matter (based on 10% probability according to the ICBM [International Consortium on Brain Mapping] tissue probability maps) were then recorded before moving to the next voxel of the seed region. It should be noted that this co-activation profile was not thresholded because no inference was sought at this point of the analysis. Rather, the aim was to record for each seed voxel the 'full' individual probability of co-activation with any other voxel and use this profile to parcellate the seed region.
Connectivity-based parcellation
The unthresholded brain-wide co-activation profiles for all seed voxels were then combined into a N S × N T co-activation matrix, where N S denotes the number of seed voxels in left area 44 (1574 voxels) and N T the number of target voxels in the reference brain volume at 2 × 2 × 2 mm 3 resolution (~260,000 voxels located within gray matter). Importantly, we computed 37 individual co-activation maps, each representing the connectivity of the different seed voxels when using the 37 different filter sizes (see above). The parcellation of the VOI was performed using K-means clustering as implemented in Matlab with K = 2, 3, …, 9 using one minus the correlation between the connectivity patterns of the individual seed voxels as the distance measure (correlation distance). Importantly, this parcellation was performed for each of the 37 filter sizes independently, yielding 8 (K number of clusters) × 37 (filter size) independent cluster solutions. K-means clustering is a non-hierarchical clustering method that uses an iterative algorithm to separate the seed region into a previously selected number of K non-overlapping clusters (Hartigan and Wong, 1979) . K-means aims at minimizing the variance within clusters and maximizing the variance between clusters by first computing the centroid of each cluster and subsequently reassigning voxels to the clusters such that their difference from the centroid is minimal. The reason for using K-means rather than hierarchical clustering which preserves the hierarchical consistency by design is that the latter analysis is very sensitive to local features, as clusters cannot change anymore once assigned. This may lead to locally optimal groupings but globally non-optimal solutions. Moreover, hierarchical clustering has one additional degree of freedom, since both distance metric and agglomeration approach need to be specified. We therefore decided to use K-means for the parcellation but as we also wanted to ensure that the clusters are hierarchically consistent, we used a pseudo-hierarchical K-means clustering by removing hierarchically inconsistent voxels from the clusters obtained by K-means. For each of the 8 × 37 parcellations we recorded the best solutions from 25 replications with randomly placed initial centroids.
Selection of optimal filter range
For each of the 37 filter sizes, the K-means procedure described above thus yielded eight different solutions parcellating area 44 into two, three, … up to nine subdivisions. One of the challenges of K-means clustering is the choice of the optimal cluster solution. This problem is even more complex for the current MACM-based parcellation approach because not only the optimal number of K clusters has to be determined. Rather, the use of multiple spatial filter sizes also leads to 37 different solutions that have to be combined into a single parcellation. In previous parcellation studies involving MACM and multiple filters this issue has been dealt with by averaging across all filter sizes (Bzdok et al., 2012a; Cieslik et al., 2012) . Here, however, we examined the properties of these various solutions and selected the most stable range of filter sizes. That is, we implement a two-step procedure that involves first a decision on those filter sizes (from the broad range of processed ones) to be included in the final analysis and subsequently a decision on the optimal cluster solution. The first step was based on the consistency of the cluster assignment for the individual voxels across the different filter sizes. We selected the filter range with the lowest number of deviants, i.e., voxels that were assigned differently as compared to the solution from the majority of filters. In other words, we identified those filter sizes which produced solutions most similar to the consensus-solution (sample mode across all filter sizes, i.e., the cluster a voxel was most frequently assigned to) across all filter sizes. The proportion of deviants (normalized within each cluster solution K) illustrated in Fig. 2A indicates that most deviants were present in parcellations based on small but also very large filter sizes. We chose the borders of the filter range (100 to 145) based on the increase in (z-normalized) number of deviants before and after these values (Fig. 2B ). Of note, the range from the nearest 100 to 145 experiments featured average distances between the seed voxel and assigned activation foci from BrainMap experiments of 2.5 to 3 voxels (see Fig. S1 ). These distances correspond well to smoothing filters of approximately 5 mm which are standard kernel sizes used in neuroimaging studies and also commonplace for region of interest (ROI) analyses or time-series extractions. We would assume that this optimal range of filter sizes/smoothing reflects the best available compromise between specificity and quantity of the available data. In all subsequent steps the analysis was then restricted to K parcellations based on co-activation in the nearest 100 to 145 experiments. However, since the definition of the filter range is not entirely objective, we additionally examined the impact of broadening and narrowing the range on the cluster assignment.
Selection of the optimal number of clusters
Next, we determined the optimal solution of K clusters (restricted to the filter sizes between 100 and 145 as outlined in the previous paragraph). We considered three criteria reflecting topological and information-theoretic characteristics of the respective cluster solutions. The first topological criterion was the percentage of voxels not related to the dominant parent cluster compared to the K − 1 solution (Fig. 3A) . This measure is related to the hierarchy-index (Kahnt et al., 2012) and corresponds to the number of lost voxels when only voxels consistent across the entire hierarchy are considered for the final clustering. That is, voxels assigned e.g. to cluster 3 in the K = 3 solution stemming from a subset of voxels previously assigned to cluster 2 (in the K = 2 solution) would be excluded if the majority of cluster 3 voxels actually stemmed from cluster 1 (in the K = 2 solution). A given K cluster parcellation qualified as a good solution if the percentage of lost voxels was below the median across all steps and the following clustering step featured a local maximum in the percentage of lost voxels. For example, if (1) moving from a 3-to a 4-cluster solution resulted in a local maximum of lost voxels and (2) the percentage of lost voxels in the 3-cluster solution is lower than the median value (computed across all K solutions), the 3-cluster solution would be considered a suitable one. The second topological criterion concerned the number of consistent voxels per cluster, i.e., the sizes of the individual cluster after removal of hierarchically inconsistent voxels (previous criterion). K parcellations were evaluated by considering the proportion of the minimum cluster size to the average cluster size provided by a given K solution (Fig. 3B) . Good solutions were those where the size of the minimum cluster size was more than half of the average cluster size within the K solution. In particular, however, solutions in which the smallest cluster becomes zero would have been disregarded, as these indicate that at least one cluster did not contain any hierarchically consistent voxels anymore. Finally, as an information-theoretic criterion, we assessed the similarity of cluster assignments between the current solution and the neighboring (K − 1 and K + 1) solutions by using the variation of information (VI) metric (Meila, 2007;  Fig. 3C ). The VI metric is an established clustering criterion that has previously been used for determining the optimal K-means parcellation of a given brain region by Kelly et al. (2010) and Kahnt et al. (2012) . For each filter size, the VI metric was computed between a given K solution and the subsequent K + 1 solution. The variation of information between the two cluster solutions C and C′ was computed as
where H represents the amount of information (entropy) present in the cluster solutions C and C′, respectively, and I is the mutual information shared by the two cluster solutions C and C′. Solutions were considered stable if there was a significant increase in VI from the current to the subsequent set of solutions (primary criterion) or if there was a significant decrease from the previous to the current clustering step (secondary criterion).
Visualization of the best cluster solution
The above criteria identified a 5-cluster solution as the most stable parcellation of left area 44 based on co-activation differences within this cytoarchitectonically defined area (see Fig. 3 ). We only considered hierarchically and spatially consistent voxels located in gray matter for the subsequent analyses. These restrictions resulted in a voxel number of 1251 out of the originally 1574 voxels attributed to left area 44 in the MPM (178 voxels were hierarchically not consistent, 144 were located outside the gray matter and one voxel was lost because it was spatially unconnected to its cluster). We used multidimensional scaling (MDS) to visualize the cluster separation (dissimilarity in whole-brain co-activation profiles). MDS allows the visualization of signals residing in an N-dimensional 'functional space' in 2D. To this end, we first computed for each of the 10 filter sizes the N S × N S distance matrix represented by one minus the pairwise correlation between the co-activation profiles of the individual seed voxels (correlation distance, as in the K-means cluster analysis). Next, we performed MDS on the eigenimage of the distance matrices using Sammon's nonlinear mapping as the goodness-of-fit criterion. In addition, the locations of the five clusters (mode across selected filter size) were mapped back on the brain to visualize their anatomical location.
Post-hoc analysis on task-dependent connectivity: co-activations
To characterize the functional connectivity of the five clusters, a follow-up meta-analytic connectivity modeling (MACM) analysis was performed to determine the co-activation pattern of the individual clusters. The co-activation pattern for each cluster was obtained by first identifying all experiments in the BrainMap database that featured at least one focus of activation in the particular CBP-derived cluster. Next, an ALE meta-analysis was performed on these experiments as described above. In contrast to the MACM underlying the co-activation-based parcellation, where ALE maps were not thresholded to retain the complete pattern of co-activation likelihoods, statistical inference was now performed. To establish which regions were significantly co-activated with a given cluster, ALE scores for the MACM analysis of this cluster were compared to a null-distribution reflecting a random spatial association between experiments with a fixed within-experiment distribution of foci . This random-effects inference assesses above-chance convergence between experiments, not clustering of foci within a particular experiment. The observed ALE scores from the actual meta-analysis of experiments activating within a particular cluster were then tested against the ALE scores obtained under this null-distribution yielding a p-value based on the proportion of equal or higher random values . The resulting non-parametric p-values were transformed into Z-scores and thresholded at a cluster-level FWE-corrected threshold of p b 0.05 (cluster-forming threshold at voxel-level p b 0.001).
To identify co-activation common to all clusters, we computed the overlap between the brain-wide co-activation patterns of the five connectivity-derived clusters using a minimum-statistic conjunction (Nichols et al., 2005 ; conjunction null), i.e., by computing the intersection of the thresholded ALE maps ). Next, we tested for differences in co-activation patterns between all pairs of clusters by performing MACM separately on the experiments associated with either cluster and computing the voxel-wise difference between the ensuing ALE maps. All experiments contributing to either analysis were then pooled and randomly divided into two groups of the same size as the two original sets of experiments defined by activation in the first or second cluster (Eickhoff et al., 2011) . ALE scores for these two randomly assembled groups were calculated and the difference between these ALE scores was recorded for each voxel in the brain. Repeating this process 10,000 times then yielded a null-distribution of differences in ALE scores between the MACM analyses of the two clusters. The 'true' difference in ALE scores was then tested against this null-distribution yielding a posterior probability that the true difference was not due to random noise in an exchangeable set of labels based on the proportion of lower differences in the random exchange. The resulting probability values were then thresholded at p > 0.95 (95% chance for true difference) and inclusively masked by the respective main effects, i.e., the significant effects in the MACM for the particular cluster. Finally, we computed the specific co-activation pattern for all five clusters, that is, brain regions significantly more co-activated with a given cluster than with any of the other clusters. This was achieved by performing a conjunction analysis (conjunction null) over the differences between a given cluster and the other four ones.
Post-hoc analysis on task-independent connectivity: "resting state"
To cross-validate the pattern of task-dependent co-activation for the delineated clusters within left area 44, we additionally assessed their specific functional connectivity in a task-free setting using resting state correlations. Resting state fMRI images of 153 healthy volunteers (mean age 41.1 ± 18.0 years; 92 males) from the NKI/Rockland sample were obtained through the 1000 functional connectomes project (www.nitrc.org/projects/fcon_1000/; Nooner et al., 2012) . During the resting state scans the subjects were instructed to keep their eyes closed and to think about nothing in particular but not to fall asleep (which was confirmed by post-scan debriefing). For each subject 260 resting state EPI images were acquired on a Siemens TimTrio 3 T scanner using blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast [gradient-echo EPI pulse sequence, TR = 2.5 s, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 80°, in plane resolution = 3.0 × 3.0 mm 2 , 38 axial slices (3.0 mm thickness) covering the entire brain]. The first four scans were excluded from further processing analysis using SPM8 to allow for magnet saturation. The remaining EPI images were first corrected for movement artifacts by affine registration using a two pass procedure in which the images were first aligned to the initial volumes and subsequently to the mean after the first pass. The obtained mean EPI of each subject was then spatially normalized to the MNI single subject template using the 'unified segmentation' approach (Ashburner and Friston, 2005) . The ensuing deformation was applied to the individual EPI volumes. To improve Fig. 3 . Cluster criteria. A) Percentage of voxels not related to dominant parent cluster compared to the K − 1 solution. K = 4 and K = 5 are considered good solutions (-) because they are located before the maximum and are lower than the median across all k solutions. B) Mean number of consistent voxel across cluster (dark gray) and the number of voxels of the smallest individual cluster (light gray). The ratio between the minimum and the average cluster size was more than 0.5 for K = 2, K = 3, K = 4 and K = 5 (good solutions). The ratio was largest for the K = 5 solution. C) Variation of information between cluster solutions, significant increase in VI (*) to the subsequent cluster solution only for K = 5 (primary criterion); significant decrease (−) from previous cluster solution for K = 4, K = 5, K = 7, K = 9 (secondary criterion).
signal-to-noise ratio and compensate for residual anatomical variations images were smoothed with a 5-mm FWHM Gaussian.
The time-series data of each voxel were processed as follows Weissenbacher et al., 2009 ): In order to reduce spurious correlations, variance that could be explained by the following nuisance variables was removed: i) the six motion parameters derived from the image realignment, ii) the first derivative of the realignment parameters, iii) mean gray matter, white matter and CSF signal per time-point as obtained by averaging across voxels attributed to the respective tissue class in the SPM8 segmentation Sommer et al., 2012) . All nuisance variables entered the model as first and second order. Data was then band pass filtered preserving frequencies between 0.01 and 0.08 Hz, since meaningful resting state correlations will predominantly be found in these frequencies given that the BOLD response acts as a low-pass filter (Biswal et al., 1995; Fox and Raichle, 2007; Greicius et al., 2003) .
We used the five CBP-derived clusters as seeds for the resting state analysis. Linear (Pearson) correlation coefficients between the time series of the seed regions and all other gray matter voxels in the brain were computed to quantify resting state functional connectivity zu Eulenburg et al., 2012) . These voxel-wise correlation coefficients were then transformed into Fisher's Z-scores and tested for consistency in a flexible factorial model across subjects. The main effect of connectivity for each cluster as well as contrasts between the clusters was tested using the standard SPM8 implementations with the appropriate non-sphericity correction. In correspondence with the task-dependent MACM co-activation analysis above, we firstly computed a conjunction across the main effect of positive connectivity of the five clusters, i.e., the task-free functional connectivity shared by all five clusters. Secondly, we performed a conjunction analysis for each cluster across the contrasts with the four other clusters corresponding to the specific co-activation pattern of each cluster. These conjunction analyses were based on the minimum t-statistic (conjunction null; Nichols et al., 2005) and thresholded at p b 0.05 (FWE-corrected at cluster level; cluster-forming threshold at voxel-level p b 0.001). For comparison and visualization purposes, the resting state conjunctions were masked with the corresponding MACM connectivity results.
Post-hoc functional characterization: meta-data
The functional characterization of the CBP-derived clusters was based on the 'Behavioral Domain' and 'Paradigm Class' meta-data categories available for each neuroimaging experiment included in the BrainMap database. Behavioral domains include the main categories cognition, action, perception, emotion, and interoception, as well as their related sub-categories. Paradigm classes categorize the specific task employed (see http://brainmap.org/scribe for more information on the BrainMap taxonomy and Supplementary Table S1 and S2 for complete lists of BrainMap Behavioral Domains and Paradigm Classes).
In the first step, we determined the individual functional profile of the five CBP-derived clusters by using forward and reverse inference. Forward inference is the probability of observing activity in a brain region given knowledge of the psychological process, whereas reverse inference is the probability of a psychological process being present given knowledge of activation in a particular brain region. In the forward Higher proximity between points (voxels) indicates more similar co-activation patterns of these voxels. B) Pattern of cluster assignment and splitting of clusters across levels of K. C) Original similarity matrix of the seed voxels. D) Similarity matrix of the seed voxels reordered according to the splitting scheme derived from K-means clustering illustrated in B) above. E) The 5-cluster solution is rendered on the brain surface (middle), note that the cyan cluster is located behind the green and the red cluster. The coronal sections display the location of the clusters on the anatomical template of area 44 (left light gray area). Only hierarchically and spatially consistent voxels are included in these visualizations. Color code in A) and B): red = cluster 1, green = cluster 2, blue = cluster 3, yellow = cluster 4, cyan: cluster 5. MNI coordinates correspond to the center of gravity of the clusters. inference approach, a cluster's functional profile was determined by identifying taxonomic labels, for which the probability of finding activation in the respective cluster was significantly higher than the overall chance (across the entire database) of finding activation in that particular cluster. Significance was established using a binomial test (p b .05, corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni's method; Eickhoff et al., 2011; Laird et al., 2009b; Nickl-Jockschat et al., 2012) . That is, we tested whether the conditional probability of activation given a particular label [P(Activation|Task)] was higher than the baseline probability of activating the region in question per se [P(Activation)]. In the reverse inference approach, a cluster's functional profile was determined by identifying the most likely behavioral domains and paradigm classes given activation in a particular cluster. This likelihood P(Task|Activation) can be derived from P(Activation| Task) as well as P(Task) and P(Activation) using Bayes rule. Significance (at p b 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni's method) was then assessed by means of a chi-squared test. Secondly, we contrasted the functional profiles of the clusters at each level of splitting up to the most stable 5-cluster solution. More precisely, we always contrasted the newly emerged child cluster with its remaining parent cluster at the same level of K. Thus, we compared cluster 1 K = 2 with cluster 2 K = 2 , cluster 3 K = 3 with cluster 2 K = 3 , cluster 4 K = 4 with cluster 1 K = 4 , and cluster 5 K = 5 with cluster 2 K = 5 (cf. Fig. 4B ). For each comparison of the splitting cluster, the analysis was constrained to all BrainMap experiments activating either cluster. From this pool of experiments, the baserate is the a priori probability of any focus to lie in either of the two compared clusters. Forward inference here compared the activation probabilities of the clusters given a task compared to the a priori baserate by means of a binomial test (p b .05, corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni's method). In the likewise performed reverse inference approach, we compared the occurrence probabilities of the tasks given activation in the one cluster (rather than in the other cluster) and assessed them by means of a chi-squared test (p b .05, corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni's method).
Results
Best cluster solution and stability of the clustering
Based on the consistency of the cluster assignment for the individual voxels across the different filter sizes, we only considered the closest 100 to 145 experiments (Fig. 2) . The topographical and informationtheoretic criteria (Fig. 3) then identified the 5-cluster solution as the best one among the 8 assessed levels of K-means clustering (from K = 2 to K = 9). The visualization in 2D, the hierarchical splitting of the five clusters and their anatomical location in the brain are displayed in Fig. 4 . The clusters were labeled from 1 to 5 based on the hierarchical splitting order. At K = 2, left area 44 was composed of a posterior cluster 1 K = 2 and an anterior cluster 2 K = 2 . At the next level K = 3, the posterior cluster 1 K = 2 remained the same but from the anterior cluster 2 K = 2 the ventral portion comprising the final cluster 3 split off. At K = 4, the final cluster 4 emerged from the posterior cluster 1 K = 2 ventrally. The remaining dorsal portion contained the final cluster 1. At the last split at K = 5, the final cluster 5 emerged from the anterior parent cluster 2 K = 3 . Cluster 5 was located in close vicinity of the inferior frontal junction and the final cluster 2 was located dorsally extending into the inferior frontal sulcus.
To ascertain that the selected definition of the filter range including only the closest 100 to 145 experiments did not overtly impact the results, we additionally examined the effect of both broadening and narrowing the filter range by three steps on both sides, i.e., including 15 additional/fewer experiments per voxel. The results showed that cluster assignments of the individual voxels were identical to the cluster assignment of the selected filter range (100 to 145) for 96.3% of the voxels in the broadened range (85 to 160) and for 94.2% of the voxels in the narrowed range (115 to 130) across all eight parcellation levels (K = 2 to K = 9). Importantly, the 5-cluster solution was identified as the most optimal solution for both the broadened and the narrowed range. Comparison of the cluster assignments across these selected K = 2 to K = 5 parcellation levels showed that these were identical to those of the 5-cluster solution based on the selected filter range for 99.0% (broadened range) and 98.4% (narrowed range) of the voxels, respectively. Very similar results with identical cluster assignments between 88% and 99% were obtained when broadening or narrowing the filter range asymmetrically and when broadening and narrowing the filter range by two steps or one step. Together, these results clearly demonstrate that the cluster assignment is extremely stable across choice of filter-ranges for further analysis and accordingly the exact definition of the filter range should not affect the final parcellation results.
Furthermore, we performed a supplementary parcellation based on the 50% probability map of left area 44 to ensure that the parcellation results are not driven by surrounding regions into which the rather liberal MPM definition may be partly extending. This more conservative VOI was limited to those regions on the opercular surface of the left inferior frontal gyrus in which the probability for area 44 was at least 50%. It was hence considerably smaller and focused on the center of left area 44, accordingly, it did not include the inferior frontal junction anymore ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ). The parcellation results demonstrated that a 4-cluster solution was the optimal parcellation for this VOI, the fifth cluster present in the main analysis had disappeared because of the exclusion of the inferior frontal junction part. However, the anatomical location of these four clusters corresponded extremely well to those of clusters 1 to 4 from the main analysis based on the MPM (Fig. S4 and S5) . Additionally, we still identified a posterior-anterior splitting at the K = 2 level as we did for the 5-cluster solution based on the MPM. Moreover, both the anterior and the posterior cluster were split into a dorsal and ventral part, reflecting the same splitting pattern as in the main analysis. In the light of very similar moderate distances between seed voxels and activation foci as in the main parcellation (obtained average distances in the supplementary parcellation varied from 3.08 mm (i.e.
1.5 voxels) when 20 experiments were included to 6.62 mm (i.e. 3 voxels) when 200 experiments were included) and the fact that the 50% probability map of area 44 is much smaller than the MPM used in the main analysis (733 vs. 1574 voxel), it seems very unlikely that neighboring regions of area 44 are driving the supplementary parcellation. The high similarity between both parcellations thus supports the validity of the parcellation based on the more liberal MPM of left area 44 and confirms that cluster assignments and splitting order are present even when restricting the analysis only to the core of histologically defined left area 44.
Post-hoc analysis of co-activation patterns of the clusters
The follow-up MACM analysis on the final clusters was performed to reveal the co-activation pattern for each cluster. A conjunction across the five co-activation patterns identified co-activated regions common to all five clusters. These common co-activations included bilateral inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)/precentral gyrus, insula, supplementary motor area (SMA)/middle cingulate cortex (MCC), thalamus and the left putamen (see Table 1 and Fig. 5A for details including associated cytoarchitectonic areas). This common connectivity was supported by the task-free resting state connectivity analysis (Fig. 5B) . In particular, we found all of these connections likewise present in the analysis of task-free functional connectivity except for the thalamus, which barely missed the statistical threshold.
We furthermore examined the specific connectivity pattern of each cluster, that is, brain regions significantly more coupled with a given cluster than with any of the other ones (see Table 2 and Fig. 6A for details including associated cytoarchitectonic areas). Overall, the specific MACM connectivity indicated high local connectivity surrounding any given cluster. Of note, each cluster's right-sided homotope was also specifically co-activated. Additionally, cluster 1 showed a particular co-activation with the bilateral inferior and superior parietal cortex including the supramarginal gyrus (SMG) and the postcentral gyrus, with the superior frontal gyrus (SFG), the precentral gyrus and the supplementary motor area (SMA). Cluster 2 was specifically co-activated with the left posterior intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and with the medial superior frontal gyrus (medSFG). Cluster 3 showed specific taskdependent connectivity with the left posterior middle temporal gyrus (MTG) and with the left hippocampus and amgygdala. For cluster 4, the specific connectivity included the left anterior superior temporal gyrus (STG), the bilateral insula, putamen and thalamus as well as the right SMA. Specific co-activations with cluster 5 were found bilaterally in the anterior inferior parietal lobule (IPL) and with the right insula and pre-SMA/ MCC. The task-free resting state analysis confirmed this specific connectivity pattern of the clusters (see the conjunction of specific resting state and MACM connectivity displayed in Fig. 6B and the non-masked resting state connectivity in Fig. S6 ), even though the connectivity of cluster 3 with the left hippocampus/amygdala, the connectivity of cluster 4 with the thalamus and the connectivity of cluster 5 with the right insula and with the pre-SMA/ MCC did not quite reach the statistical threshold. Thus, both task-dependent MACM and taskindependent resting state connectivity showed converging evidence for functional specific connectivity patterns associated with each of the five clusters.
Post-hoc functional characterization: BrainMap meta-data
We first determined the quantitative forward and reverse inference on the behavioral domains and paradigm classes as recorded in BrainMap for each of the five clusters individually. The significant activation probabilities within a cluster given a certain taxonomic label (forward inference) and the significant probability of domain and paradigm occurrence given activation in a certain cluster (reverse inference) are shown in Fig. 7 . Note that the taxonomic terms displayed in Fig. 7 are taken from the BrainMap database and that this individual functional characterization was not based on contrasts between clusters but shows which behavioral domains and paradigm classes are significantly associated with a particular cluster. Furthermore, it should be noted that this inference is constrained by the terms available in the BrainMap database. The behavioral domains and paradigm classes of the individual clusters emphasized the strong association between activation in left area 44 and language-related processes such as phonology, semantics, overt and covert speech. However, these functional profiles also hint at specific characteristics and hence functional differences between the five clusters identified within this histologically defined area. In summary, cluster 1 was significantly associated with phonology, syntax and tasks requiring overt speech but also with action imagination. Cluster 2 was involved in semantics, orthography and covert speech but also in working-memory processes. Cluster 3 was associated with several core aspects of language including overt and covert speech, semantics, phonology and syntax. The profile of cluster 4 indicated primarily a role in action imagination but also in music comprehension and production, making it the only cluster without a significant association to any language-related process. Cluster 5 was involved in speech, phonology and semantics but also in working-memory processes and paradigms requiring task switching and cognitive control (e.g. the stroop task). This functional characterization of the final clusters was confirmed by the supplemental parcellation based on the 50% probability map of left area 44. The functional profiles of the resulting clusters 1 to 4 were very similar to those from the main parcellation (Fig. S7) .
To additionally examine the differences between the splitting clusters (that is, differences between the newly emerged child cluster and its remaining parent cluster) we compared the functional profiles of the clusters at each level of splitting (Fig. 8) . In this context, please note that the posterior cluster 1 K = 2 and the anterior clusters 2 K = 2 and 2 K = 3 do not correspond to the final CBP-derived clusters 1 and 2. Rather, the posterior cluster 1 K = 2 still contains its child cluster 4, the anterior cluster 2 K = 2 still contains its child cluster 3 as well as 5 and the anterior cluster 2 K = 3 still contains its child cluster 5. The comparison at K = 2 revealed that the posterior cluster 1 K = 2 was more associated with action imagination and execution as well as with action and body-related perception than the anterior cluster 2 K = 2 . In contrast, the anterior cluster 2 K = 2 showed a higher activation probability for semantics and working memory. At K = 3, splitting this anterior cluster 2 K = 2 , the ventral cluster 3 K = 3 differed significantly from the more dorsal cluster 2 K = 3 in its association with social cognition. This cluster 2 K = 3 on the other hand, showed a higher probability for working memory and several body-related perceptual and cognitive processes than the ventral cluster 3 K = 3 . Contrasting the posterior-dorsal cluster 1 K = 4 with the posterior-ventral cluster 4 K = 4 revealed a stronger link of the former with language, tasks requiring overt speech and working memory. The ventral cluster 4 K = 4 in turn showed significantly stronger association than cluster 1 K = 4 only with regard to a higher Fig. 6 . Specific connectivity pattern of the five clusters. A) Regions significantly more co-activated with a given cluster than with any of the other four clusters. B) Regions showing significantly more resting state connectivity with a given cluster than with any of the other four clusters (masked with specific MACM connectivity from A; for non-masked resting state connectivity see also Fig. S6 ). Color code: red = cluster 1, green = cluster 2, blue = cluster 3, yellow = cluster 4, cyan = cluster 5. activation probability in passive listening tasks. Finally, the last split at K = 5 distinguished a medially located cluster 5 K = 5 from cluster 2 K = 5 based on a higher activation probability in overt word stem completion tasks of cluster 5 K = 5 .
Post-hoc external validation
In order to validate the functional characterization of the five clusters, we compared activations within left area 44 as observed in previously conducted fMRI studies from our laboratory with the localization of the delineated clusters. This additional comparison was merely performed to check whether the extent of a given cluster with a presumed functional role is in agreement with the localization and extent of activations from specific experiments. Also note that these five experiments are not included in the BrainMap database and therefore can be regarded as external evidence. For the posterior portion, the results point to a role of the posterior clusters 1 and 4 in the motor network  Fig. 9A ), but furthermore they also indicate the specific involvement of the dorsal cluster 1 in phonological word generation  Fig. 9B ) and of the ventral cluster 4 in action imitation Fig. 9C ). In addition, search for meaning in degraded speech Fig. 9D ) and social judgments on faces Fig. 9E) both were clearly localized to the anterior-ventral cluster 3. Importantly, these activations were specifically localized to the associated cluster(s) within left area 44, although they partly extended into surrounding regions as well.
Discussion
We demonstrated that cytoarchitectonic left area 44 of Broca's region can be parcellated into five distinct clusters based on different whole-brain co-activation patterns across the wide range of neuroimaging experiments recorded in the BrainMap database. This approach has the advantage over parcellations based on DTI or resting state data in that a functional characterization of the resultant clusters can be obtained based on BrainMap meta-data. We identified the best parcellation in a two-step procedure. Firstly, the optimal range of filter sizes (number of foci included for each voxel) was chosen based on the stability of cluster assignments. It is important to note that slight variations of the exact filter range did not make any notable difference in the subsequent clustering. Secondly, the eight different parcellations derived from K-means clustering with K varying from 2 to 9 enabled us to identify the 5-cluster parcellation as the best solution based on topographical and information-theoretical criteria as employed in previous CBP applications. Note that this 5-cluster parcellation will be publicly available on the following website http://www.fz-juelich.de/inm/inm-1/EN/Forschung/Brain_Network_Modeling/Brain_Network_Modeling_ node.html upon publication of the manuscript. Two kinds of post-hoc analyses on this co-activation-based 5-cluster parcellation were then performed. Firstly, the follow-up MACM analysis on the ensuing five clusters revealed co-activation differences underlying the subparcellation of left area 44. The subsequent cross-validation by task-independent resting state connectivity indicates convergent functional connectivity differences also in a task-free setting. Secondly, the functions of the delineated clusters were quantitatively characterized using the BrainMap meta-data. These post-hoc analyses showed that although all five subregions were linked with language and showed common connectivity to several regions, they also featured clear differences in connectivity and function.
The strongest differentiation within left area 44 was found at the first level of clustering (K = 2) where the posterior part more associated with action, and the anterior part, primarily associated with language, separated from each other. This differentiation is in accordance with the receptor-based mapping of Broca's region (Amunts et al., 2010) , which revealed a subdivision of area 44 into an anterior-dorsal (44d) and a posterior-ventral (44v) area based on pronounced differences in the concentration of muscarinic M 2 , glutamatergic AMPA, and adrenergic α1 receptors. Topographically, our action cluster corresponds to the posterior-ventral area 44v and our language cluster to the anterior-dorsal area 44d.
In addition to this fundamental differentiation within left area 44, the specific co-activations and functional characterization of the final clusters pointed to several differences within the anterior language and the posterior action part, respectively. We subsequently try to summarize and interpret these quantitative results in the light of previous findings in order to highlight the potential functional role of each cluster. It should be noted though that this interpretation is certainly subjective in nature and represents merely a reasoning on the most likely function given the current qualitative findings and previous findings reported in the literature. In the posterior portion the qualitative forward and reverse inference showed that the ventral cluster 4 was most strongly associated with action-related processing whereas the more dorsal cluster 1 showed a relatively stronger association with cognitive functions, in particular language and working-memory processes. Cluster 1 was furthermore associated with tasks requiring overt speech and showed high evidence for phonological processes. This link with phonological processes in overt speech is supported by studies reporting higher activation of the posterior-dorsal area 44 in tasks requiring phonological word generation as compared to either semantic or syntactic word generation (Costafreda et al., 2006; Heim et al., 2008) . The connectivity pattern of cluster 1 suggests that this task is accomplished primarily in concert with its right homotope, the inferior and superior parietal cortex, the superior frontal gyrus (SFG), the precentral gyrus and the supplementary motor area (SMA). Indeed, these regions are known to be involved in production of both speech (Brown et al., 2009; Eickhoff et al., 2009a) but also non-speech sounds involving orofacial and vocal tracts movements (Chang et al., 2009 ). Thus, the posterior-dorsal cluster 1 might contribute specifically to phonological processes and overt articulation of speech.
In contrast, cluster 4 showed a stronger association with action and action imagination than any other cluster, including the dorsally adjacent cluster 1. This finding is in agreement with a meta-analysis indicating that in particular the posterior-ventral part of left area 44 is consistently recruited by action imitation and may hence represent part of the mirror-neuron system as a potential homologue to macaque area F5 (Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998) . Furthermore, the quantitative reverse inference on cluster 4 provided also a link with music perception and production. Presumably, this cluster might be particularly responsive to sequencing aspects, including rhythm-processing, common to both movements and music. Indeed, activation in the posterior-ventral part of area 44 together with the bilateral insula, thalamus and basal ganglia has been reported in response to musical sequences (Koelsch et al., 2002) . Moreover, time-keeping and sequencing of motor and auditory listening tasks are also strongly associated with activations in the SMA, insula, putamen and thalamus (Stevens et al., 2007) . These findings match the specific co-activation network of cluster 4 and suggest that the posterior-ventral cluster 4 might play a specific role in the rhythmic sequencing.
Within the anterior 'language' part of left area 44, cluster 2 was located more dorsally and showed a significant association with tasks probing working memory, semantics and orthography as well as those involving reading and covert speech. Compared to the more ventrally located cluster 3, cluster 2 was in particular significantly more strongly associated with working memory, but also with cognitive and perceptual non-verbal processes. Furthermore, the specific co-activation of cluster 2 with medial superior and middle frontal gyri and the intraparietal sulcus form a network reliably associated with working memory across verbal and non-verbal domains (Rottschy et al., 2012) . These findings are in accordance with a study demonstrating a shift of activation within area 44 superiorly towards the IFS with increasing demands of working memory in language processing (Makuuchi et al., 2009 ). Together, these findings support a role of cluster 2 in working-memory mechanisms required for language-related processes including speech perception and orthography but potentially also for other, non-verbal, domains. Whether this cluster belongs to cytoarchitectonically defined area 44 or to dorsally adjacent regions, which are until now unmapped, remains a future project. The localization of this cluster in the posterior inferior frontal sulcus and its involvement in nonverbal processes may be arguments towards an interpretation as an area outside area 44. A putative candidate might be recently reported areas the inferior frontal sulcus (Bradler et al., 2012) . Thus, the region of interest as based of the MPM of area 44 in the present study would include non-area 44 compartments. This seems to be also true for cluster 5 (see below).
Ventral-anterior cluster 3 had a very strong association with various key aspects of language processing such as semantics, syntax, phonology and overt as well as covert speech that seemed to be more specific for these verbal-semantic processes than in any other cluster. Contrasting this cluster with cluster 2 demonstrated that cluster 3 was also significantly more involved in social cognition including theory of mind tasks than cluster 2. A possible explanation for the association with both language processes and social cognition might be that most social concepts are rather abstract (Zahn et al., 2007) and therefore most likely represented verbally (Dove, 2010; Wang et al., 2010) . Accordingly, tasks involving social cognition might require covert speech mechanisms (Femyhough and Meins, 2009 ). However, a more likely explanation of this association may be the necessity of access to semantics in the form of previously acquired (verbal and non-verbal) conceptual knowledge that both domains have in common (Binder and Desai, 2011) . In particular, social interactions might heavily depend on the recognition of meaningful cues in other people's behavior, gestures and mimic. These non-verbal processes should be phylogenetically much older than verbal mechanisms and therefore might have formed a basis for the ability to decode meaning from speech sounds (Arbib, 2005; Corballis, 2009) . Interestingly, in particular the anterior-ventral part of area 44 has been suggested to support speech comprehension by searching for meaning in auditory speech signals . We would speculate that activations of the anterior-ventral part of area 44 observed in social evaluations of faces and in judgments of emotional states of others (Ochsner et al., 2004) reflect a similar search for meaning in the social domain. This interpretation is in accordance with the specific co-activated network of cluster 3 that included besides parts of the cluster's right homotope also the Fig. 7 . Behavioral domains and paradigm classes of final clusters. A) Forward inference on final clusters: significant activation probability of the cluster given a certain domain (left column) or paradigm (right column). B) Reverse inference on final clusters: significant probability of domain (left column) or paradigm (right column) occurrence given activation in a cluster. Color code: red = cluster 1, green = cluster 2, blue = cluster 3, yellow = cluster 4, cyan = cluster 5. Fig. 8 . Differences in behavioral domains and paradigm classes between splitting clusters.Significant differences in forward (upper panels) and reverse (lower panels) inference between A) cluster 1 and cluster 2 at K = 2; B) cluster 2 and 3 at K = 3; C) cluster 1 and 4 at K = 4; D) cluster 2 and 5 at K = 5. Color code: red = cluster 1, green = cluster 2, blue = cluster 3, yellow = cluster 4, cyan = cluster 5. left-sided MTG, amygdala and hippocampus. Firstly, the left MTG has been identified as a key region for semantic processing and meaning extraction (Binder et al., 2009; Price, 2010) . Furthermore, the amygdala is not only involved in attribution of social meaning to stimuli (Heberlein and Adolphs, 2004) but also in the recognition of meaningful patterns in degraded images unrelated to emotion or social aspects (Ludmer et al., 2011) . Finally, the hippocampus might be involved in the retrieval of meaningful semantic concepts and in the comparison with previously encoded semantic information (Burianova and Grady, 2007; Manns et al., 2003) . Thus, we propose that the anterior-ventral cluster 3 is specifically involved in meaning extraction from sensory information and semantic processing relevant for both language comprehension and social interactions.
Finally, cluster 5 was located in the region of the inferior frontal junction (IFJ; Brass et al., 2005; Derrfuss et al., 2005; Derrfuss et al., 2009 ) and might correspond to two recently described areas ifj1 and ifj2 identified at the junction of the inferior frontal and the precentral sulcus by the receptor-architectonic study of Amunts et al. (2010) . Cluster 5 was differentiated from cluster 2 by its higher activation probability in overt word stem completion. However, the functional inference also revealed significant association with task switching and stroop tasks that was not observed for cluster 2, nor for any other cluster in left area 44. Thus, cluster 5 seems to be particularly associated with task switching, attention, cognitive control and detection of behaviorally relevant events, matching previous functional concepts of the left IFJ (e.g. Brass et al., 2005; Derrfuss et al., 2005; Levy and Wagner, 2011) . This functional characterization is furthermore in agreement with the specifically co-activated network. In particular, the pre-SMA/ MCC and the right insula are involved in switching paradigms and stroop tasks and detection of salient stimuli (Menon and Uddin, 2010) , but also intraparietal regions are known to contribute to tasks requiring cognitive control (e.g. Brass and von Cramon, 2004; Derrfuss et al., 2004; Tomita et al., 1999) and attention (Corbetta, 1998) . Thus, the cluster 5 located at the IFJ seems to be a main node in the cognitive control network composed furthermore of the insula, pre-SMA/ MCC and bilateral intraparietal sulcus.
In summary, our results demonstrate that area 44 of Broca's region and its dorsal neighborhood is a heterogeneous region that can be parcellated into five subregions based on their co-activation pattern. These subregions feature distinct connectivity and functional profiles which suggest a particular role of these in phonology and overt speech (posterior-dorsal cluster), rhythmic sequencing (posterior-ventral cluster), working memory (anterior-dorsal cluster), detection of meaning (anterior-ventral cluster), and task switching/cognitive control (inferior frontal junction cluster). While these functions should be highly relevant in the context of language production and comprehension, they will obviously also be recruited by other domains including action or social cognition.
